beer
CRAFT BEER ON DRAUGHT:

Angry Orchard Hard Cider – Crisp Apple [GF]
A crisp and refreshing cider, its fresh apple aroma and slightly sweet, ripe apple flavor
make it hard to resist. (5% ABV) 16 oz. 5
Round Barn Bob’s your Uncle
An easy drinking session beer with a light body and mouthfeel; look for hints of caramel
finished with a toasty note
Baroda, MI (4.8% ABV) 16 oz. 5
New Belgium Slow Ride IPA
Session IPA; A blend of eight hop varieties, led by exotic Mosaic and Nelson Sauvin, twist
together brilliant tropical scents of melon, peach, lime and grapefruit for a vividly fruity
aroma. The flavor mirrors the aroma, while balancing a malty-sweet yet clean start and
hoppy bitterness in the back.
Fort Collins, CO (4.5% ABV) 16 oz. 5
St. Bernardus Abt 12
Quadrupel. Dark with a full, ivory-colored head. It has a fruity aroma, full of complex
flavours and excells because of its long bittersweet finish with a hoppy bite. Watou,
Belgium. (10% ABV) 25 Cl. 8
Triton Rail Splitter IPA
The Railsplitter India Pale Ale (IPA) is a fresh golden brew with noticeable citrus and floral
aromas balanced on a nice malty backbone with a dry finish
Indianapolis, IN (7% ABV) 16 oz. 6
Round Barn Hi-Tech Redneck
This Kentucky Common Ale is dark, smells of chocolate, oak, and hints of bourbon. Tastes
of chocolate and molasses, spicy touch from the rye addition and a distinctly creamy
mouth feel left by a corn adjunct addition; finish is reminiscent of a sour mash.
Baroda, MI. (5.6% ABV) 16 oz. 5
Upland Brewing Wheat Ale
Upland Wheat Ale is a classic rendition of the Belgian Witbier (white beer) style.
We brew it with organic coriander, chamomile, and orange peel to be light on
the tongue and refreshingly tart.
Bloomington, IN (4.7% ABV) 16 oz. 5
Duvel
Belgian Ale. Dry & crisp, with mild yeasty citrus notes.
Breendonk-Puurs, Belgium. (9.1% ABV) 16 oz. 9
Flat 12 Pogue’s Run Porter
Smooth and balanced with slight roast and chocolate notes, yet it’s not heavy.
Indianapolis, IN. (5.5% ABV) 16oz. 6
Flat 12 Amber Ale
Hoppier than its English cousins this American amber ale will have you saying “Jolly good
show” when the maltiness rolls across the palate and locks fingers with the spicy hop
finish. Indianapolis, IN. (5.8 ABV)16 oz. 5
Brooklyn Winter Ale
Rich Scottish malts bring deep bready flavors to a beer with a full copper color, a round,
smooth palate, and brisk hopping that pulls the sweet malts into balance.
Brooklyn, NY (6.1% ABV) 12 oz. 5
Three Floyd’s Zombie Dust
A medium bodied single hop pale ale showcasing Citra hop from the Yakima Valley, U.S.A.
Munster, IN (6.5% ABV) 16 oz. 6

